## HPE ESXi Offline Bundle

HPE Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi includes HPE CIM Providers.

It is recommended that customers update to the latest version on supported ProLiant at their earliest convenience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offline Bundle</th>
<th>Components and Versions Included</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| HPE ESXi Offline Bundle version 1.0 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:09:140815  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEnu, 00111.10:103140815 | 1-Jun-09     |
| HPE ESXi 0.1 Offline Bundle version 1.1 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:164009  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEnu, 00111.10:103140815 | 1-Jul-09     |
| HPE ESXi 0.1 Offline Bundle version 1.2 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:164009  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEnu, 00111.11:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.11:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.13:VMW10.3.0000 | 4-Dec-09     |
| HPE ESXi 0.1 Offline Bundle version 1.3 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:164009  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEnu, 00111.11:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.13:VMW10.3.0000 | 30-Apr-10    |
| HPE ESXi 0.2 Offline Bundle version 1.4 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:164009  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEnu, 00111.11:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.13:VMW10.3.0000 | 12-Jul-10    |
| HPE ESXi 1.0 Offline Bundle version 1.0 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:235786  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.2:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 12-Jul-10    |
| HPE ESXi 1.0 Offline Bundle version 1.0a | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:260247  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.2:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 16-Oct-10    |
| HPE ESXi 1.0 Offline Bundle version 1.0b | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:260247  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.2:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 4-Mar-11     |
| HPE ESXi 1.0 Offline Bundle version 1.1 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:260247  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.2:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 25-Feb-11    |
| HPE ESXi 1.0 Offline Bundle version 1.6 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:283167  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 00111.2:10300000  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 9-Mar-11     |
| HPE ESXi Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi 4.1 U2 version 1.2 | cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpib, 00111.11:VMW164009  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpcru, 0101.2:103348481  
cross, oem-HEPEXsmprovx, a10201.2:103348481 | 3-Nov-11     |
| HPE ESXi Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi 4.1 U2 version 1.3 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:2944:348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 0101.2:103348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 27-Mar-12    |
| HPE Agentless Management Service Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi 4.1 U2 version 9.00 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:2944:348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpilo, 0101.2:VMW164009 | 27-Mar-12    |
| HPE NMSourcing Driver for VMware ESXi/ESX 4.1 version 1.3 | vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpnm=4.1.3.20EMx86,64.vib | 27-Mar-12    |
| HPE ESXi Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi 4.1 U2 version 1.4 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:2944:348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbu, 0101.2:103348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-HPEbo, 00111.2:VMW164009 | 1-Jun-12     |
| HPE Agentless Management Service Offline Bundle for VMware ESXi 4.1 U2 version 9.10 | cross, oem-hpsmprovx-provider,hpsmprovx-0,00012:2944:348481  
cross, oem-vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpilo, 0101.2:VMW164009 | 1-Jun-12     |
| HPE NMSourcing Driver for VMware ESXi/ESX 4.1 version 1.3 | vmware-esx-drivers-char-hpnm=4.1.3.20EMx86,64.vib | 1-Jun-12     |
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